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     GET READY FOR SPRING GRAZING 

 

                              A week and a half ago during the cold and drizzle at Husker Harvest Days, corn was being 
combined.  Those huge, expensive machines are quite impressive, but I’m sometimes more interested in 
how thoroughly their headers chopped up the stalks. 

               At first I think about how fast these stalks would get stomped into the ground if cattle were grazing 
or how quickly they would deteriorate with just a little rain.  I also worry about how little would stick out 
even with just a little snow.  It’s sure a lot different than when leaving long stalks for cows to scavenge over 
several winter months. 

               I realize that aggressive chopping at harvest makes it much easier to seed next spring with little or 
no advanced tillage.  But maybe this also creates almost ideal conditions for drilling winter wheat, rye, or 
triticale. 

               Winter rye can be especially valuable for farmers that have both crops and livestock.  When you 
have both crops and livestock, sometimes your management of certain phases of production is less than 
perfect because of demands from other operations.  Rye often develops a usable stand under conditions 
unsuitable for wheat or triticale, so it can be successful more reliably.  It also greens up earlier and grows 
faster in the spring, allowing you to finish grazing early enough to still plant a row crop on a timely 
basis.  Add to that the chance to get cattle out on pasture several weeks early and I think you have a win-
win situation. 

               So take advantage of it.  These opportunities don’t occur every day. 
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